
SANTA LUCIA, COSTA RICA

Origin:

Farms:

Producer:

Micromill:

Sweet berry /  Chocolate / Silky

Naranjo, West Valley
Santa Lucia
Ricardo Perez
Helsar de Zarcero

Brew Ratio:

Body

Soft Citrus aromatics lead to a berry- like sweetness and silky texture 
with layered notes of sweet raspberry, chocolate, and toasted almond.

16:1
Ext. Yield: 21.18%

TDS: 1.43

Acidity Sweetness

Rest Time: 5-28 Days

Machine: Loring Kestrel 35 Batch Size: 18kg/batch

Roasted By Dan Sherrington

Detourcoffee.com
@Detourcoffee

hello@detourcoffee.com

SOURCING

ORIGIN STORY

TASTING

BREWING

ROASTING

Varietal:

Process:

Altitude:

Catuai
RED  Honey
1750 MASL

ROASTER’S NOTES

SANTA LUCIA
COSTA RICA

We had a lot of fun profiling this coffee because we love the 
sweetness and berry-like notes that it has to offer. Based on the red 
honey process, we are roasting this coffee a little more quickly than 
our white honey and yellow honey offerings. We’re finding that this 
approach brings out a nice, crisp acidity that reminds us of 
raspberries and strawberries, but also allows the sweetness and 
body characteristic of the process to shine. 

Although we’ve bought multiple lots 
through the years from wonderful 
producer Ricardo Perez’s farm Santa 
Lucia and micro mill Helsar de Zarcero, 
this is the first red honey processed 
coffee we’ve released!  The red honey is 
full of berry-like aromatics that lead to a 
silky texture and layered notes of melon, 
sweet berry, and orange chocolate.  It’s a 
real decadent cup!  This lot showcases 
another level of honey from the West 
Valley in Costa Rica this year, which 
utilizes a centrifugal washer that spins off 
the fruit mucilage of the bean allowing 
control over the amount of fruit or 
“honey” left on the seed during the 
fermentation period.  With red honey, 
about 50% of the fruit is left on and the 
coffee dries to a dark red colour quite 
often leading to tart tropical fruit notes of 
red jello, peach, and orange.

***Parameters were done with 20g VST baskets / 200°F water / 8.5 
bar pressure

ESPRESSO

In: 18 Time: 28 TDS: 9Out: 40


